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Chapter 14
Erasures and Error-Correcting Codes
14.1 Introduction
It is well known that an (n, k, dmin) error-correcting code C , where n and k denote
the code length and information length, can correct dmin − 1 erasures [15, 16] where
dmin is the minimum Hamming distance of the code. However, it is not so well known
that the average number of erasures correctable by most codes is significantly higher
than this and almost equal to n − k. In this chapter, an expression is obtained for
the probability density function (PDF) of the number of correctable erasures as a
function of the weight enumerator function of the linear code. Analysis results are
given of several common codes in comparison to maximum likelihood decoding
performance for the binary erasure channel. Many codes including BCH codes,
Goppa codes, double-circulant and self-dual codes have weight distributions that
closely match the binomial distribution [13–15, 19]. It is shown for these codes that
a lower bound of the number of correctable erasures is n−k−2. The decoder error rate
performance for these codes is also analysed. Results are given for rate 0.9 codes and
it is shown for code lengths 5000 bits or longer that there is insignificant difference
in performance between these codes and the theoretical optimum maximum distance
separable (MDS) codes. The results for specific codes are given including BCH codes,
extended quadratic residue codes, LDPC codes designed using the progressive edge
growth (PEG) technique [12] and turbo codes [1].
The erasure correcting performance of codes and associated decoders has received
renewed interest in the study of network coding as a means of providing efficient
computer communication protocols [18]. Furthermore, the erasure performance of
LDPC codes, in particular, has been used as a measure of predicting the code perfor-
mance for the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel [6, 17]. One of the
first analyses of the erasure correction performance of particular linear block codes
is provided in a key-note paper by Dumer and Farrell [7] who derive the erasure
correcting performance of long binary BCH codes and their dual codes. Dumer and
Farrell show that these codes achieve capacity for the erasure channel.
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14.2 Derivation of the PDF of Correctable Erasures
14.2.1 Background and Definitions
A set of s erasures is a list of erased bit positions defined as fi where
0 < i < s fi ∈ 0 . . . n − 1
A codeword x = x0, x1 . . . xn−1 satisfies the parity-check equations of the parity-
check matrix H
H xT = 0
A codeword with s erasures is defined as
x = (xu0 , xu1 . . . xun−1−s |xf0 , xf1 . . . xfs−1)
where xuj are the unerased coordinates of the codeword, and the set of s erased
coordinates is defined as fs. There are a total of n − k parity check equations and
provided the erased bit positions correspond to independent columns of the H matrix,
each of the erased bits may be solved using a parity-check equation derived by the
classic technique of Gaussian reduction [15–17]. For maximum distance separable
(MDS) codes, [15], any set of s erasures are correctable by the code provided that
s ≤ n − k (14.1)
Unfortunately, the only binary MDS codes are trivial codes [15].
14.2.2 The Correspondence Between Uncorrectable Erasure
Patterns and Low-Weight Codewords
Provided the code is capable of correcting the set of s erasures, then a parity-check
equation may be used to solve each erasure, viz:
xf0 = h0,0xu0 +h0,1xu1 + h0,2xu2 + . . .h0,n−s−1xun−s−1
xf1 = h1,0xu0 +h1,1xu1 + h1,2xu2 + . . .h1,n−s−1xun−s−1
xf2 = h2,0xu0 +h2,1xu1 + h2,2xu2 + . . .h2,n−s−1xun−s−1
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
xfs−1 = hs−1,0xu0 +hs−1,1xu1 + hs−1,2xu2 + . . .hs−1,n−s−1xun−s−1
where hi,j is the coefficient of row i and column j of H.
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As the parity-check equations are Gaussian reduced, no erased bit is a function of
any other erased bits. There will also be n − k − s remaining parity-check equations,
which do not contain any of the erased bits’ coordinates xfj :
hs,0xu0 + hs,1xu1 + hs,2xu2 + · · · + hs,n−s−1xun−s−1 = 0
hs+1,0xu0 + hs+1,1xu1 + hs+1,2xu2 + · · · + hs+1,n−s−1xun−s−1 = 0
hs+2,0xu0 + hs+2,1xu1 + hs+2,2xu2 + · · · + hs+2,n−s−1xun−s−1 = 0
· · ·
· · ·
hn−k−1,0xu0 + hn−k−1,1xu1 + hn−k−1,2xu2 + · · · + hn−k−1,n−s−1xun−s−1 = 0
Further to this, the hypothetical case is considered where there is an additional erased
bit xfs . This bit coordinate is clearly one of the previously unerased bit coordinates,
denoted as xup .
xfs = xup
Also, in this case it is considered that these s+1 erased coordinates do not correspond
to s + 1 independent columns of the H matrix, but only to s + 1 dependent columns.
This means that xup is not contained in any of the n − k − s remaining parity-check
equations, and cannot be solved as the additional erased bit.
For the first s erased bits whose coordinates do correspond to s independent
columns of the H matrix, the set of codewords is considered in which all of the
unerased coordinates are equal to zero except for xup . In this case the parity-check




. . . = . . .
. . . = . . .
xfs−1 = hs−1,pxup
As there are, by definition, at least n − s − 1 zero coordinates contained in each
codeword, the maximum weight of any of the codewords above is s+1. Furthermore,
any erased coordinate that is zero may be considered as an unsolved coordinate, since
no non-zero coordinate is a function of this coordinate. This leads to the following
theorem.
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Theorem 1 The non-zero coordinates of a codeword of weight w that is not the
juxtaposition of two or more lower weight codewords, provide the coordinate posi-
tions of w − 1 erasures that can be solved and provide the coordinate positions of w
erasures that cannot be solved.
Proof The coordinates of a codeword of weight w must satisfy the equations of the
parity-check matrix. With the condition that the codeword is not constructed from
the juxtaposition of two or more lower weight codewords, the codeword must have
w − 1 coordinates that correspond to linearly independent columns of the H matrix
and w coordinates that correspond to linearly dependent columns of the H matrix.
Corollary 1 Given s coordinates corresponding to an erasure pattern containing s
erasures, s ≤ (n − k), of which w coordinates are equal to the non-zero coordinates
of a single codeword of weight w, the maximum number of erasures that can be
corrected is s − 1 and the minimum number that can be corrected is w − 1.
Corollary 2 Given w − 1 coordinates that correspond to linearly independent
columns of the H matrix and w coordinates that correspond to linearly dependent
columns of the H matrix, a codeword can be derived that has a weight less than or
equal to w.
The weight enumeration function of a code [15] is usually described as a homo-
geneous polynomial of degree n in x and y.




The support of a codeword is defined [15] as the coordinates of the codeword that
are non-zero. The probability of the successful erasure correction of s or more erasures
is equal to the probability that no subset of the s erasure coordinates corresponds to
the support of any codeword.






For a single codeword of weight w, the number of erasure patterns with s coordinates





. Thus, the probability of a subset
of the s coordinates coinciding with the support of a single codeword of weight w,
prob(xw ∈ fs) is given by:










prob(xw ∈ fs) = (n − w)! s! (n − s)!
n! (s − w)! (n − s)!
simplifying
prob(xw ∈ fs) = (n − w)! s!
n! (s − w)!
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In such an event the s erasures are uncorrectable because, for these erasures, there
are not s independent parity-check equations [15, 16]. However, s − 1 erasures are
correctable provided the s − 1 erasures do not contain the support of a lower weight
codeword.
The probability that s erasures will contain the support of at least one codeword




1 − Aj (n − j)!s!





n!(s − j)! (14.2)
And given s + 1 erasures, the probability that exactly s erasures are correctable,
Pr(s) is given by
Pr(s) = Ps+1 − Ps (14.3)













Carrying out the sum in reverse order and noting that Pn−k+1 = 1, the equation
simplifies to become




An MDS code can correct n − k erasures and is clearly the maximum number of
correctable erasures as there are only n − k independent parity-check equations. It













1 − Aj (n − j)!s!
n!(s − j)! < MDSshortfall (14.8)









n!(s − j)! (14.9)
The contribution made by the high multiplicity of low-weight codewords to the
shortfall in MDS performance is indicated by the probability Pˆj that the support of at
least one codeword of weight j is contained in s erasures averaged over the number




Pr(s − 1)Aj (n − j)!s!
n!(s − j)! (14.10)
14.3 Probability of Decoder Error
For the erasure channel with erasure probability p, the probability of codeword
decoder error, Pd(p) for the code may be derived in terms of the weight spectrum
of the code assuming ML decoding. It is assumed that a decoder error is declared
if more than n − k erasures occur and that the decoder does not resort to guessing





Psps(1 − p)(n−s) (14.11)




Psps(1 − p)(n−s) +
n∑
s=n−k+1
Psps(1 − p)(n−s) (14.12)
The second term gives the decoder error rate performance for a hypothetical MDS
code and the first term represents the degradation of the code compared to an MDS







(n − j)! s!
n! (s − j)!
n!






(n − s)! s!p
s(1 − p)(n−s) (14.13)
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As well as determining the performance shortfall, compared to MDS codes, in terms
of the number of correctable erasures it is also possible to determine the loss from
capacity for the erasure channel. The capacity of the erasure channel with erasure
probability p was originally determined by Elias [9] to be 1 − p. Capacity may be
approached with zero codeword error for very long codes, even using non-MDS codes
such as BCH codes [7]. However, short codes and even MDS codes, will produce
a non-zero frame error rate (FER). For (n, k, n − k + 1) MDS codes, a codeword
decoder error is deemed to occur whenever there are more than n − k erasures. (It
is assumed here that the decoder does not resort to guessing erasures that cannot be
solved). This probability, PMDS(p), is given by




(n − s)! s!p
s(1 − p)(n−s) (14.14)
The probability of codeword decoder error for the code may be derived from the








(n − j)! s!
n! (s − j)!
n!

















(n − j)! (n − s)!
(s − j)! p
s(1 − p)(n−s) + PMDS(p) (14.16)
The first term in the above equation represents the loss from MDS code performance.
14.4 Codes Whose Weight Enumerator Coefficients
Are Approximately Binomial
It is well known that the distance distribution for many linear, binary codes including
BCH codes, Goppa codes, self-dual codes [13–15, 19] approximates to a binomial
distribution. Accordingly,
Aj ≈ n!
(n − j)! j! 2n−k (14.17)
For these codes, for which the approximation is true, the shortfall in performance
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(n − j)! j! 2n−k
(n − j)! s!








which leads to the simple result
MDSshortfall = 2 − n − k − 22n−k ≈ 2 (14.20)
It is apparent that for these codes the MDS shortfall is just 2 bits from correcting
all n − k erasures. It is shown later using the actual weight enumerator functions
for codes, where these are known, that this result is slightly pessimistic since in the
above analysis there is a non-zero number of codewords with distance less than dmin.
However, the error attributable to this is quite small. Simulation results for these codes
show that the actual MDS shortfall is closer to 1.6 bits due to the assumption that
there is never an erasure pattern which has the support of more than one codeword.
For these codes whose weight enumerator coefficients are approximately bino-
mial, the probability of the code being able to correct exactly s erasures, but no more,





(n − j)! j! 2n−k
(n − j)! (s + 1)!





(n − j)! j! 2n−k
(n − j)! s!
n! (s − j)! (14.21)





for s < n − k and for s = n − k




(n − j)! j! 2n−k
(n − j)! (n − k)!
n! (n − k − j)! (14.23)
and
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Table 14.1 PDF of number





n − k 12n−k
n − k − 1 0.5 − 12n−k
n − k − 2 0.25 − 12n−k
n − k − 3 0.125 − 12n−k
n − k − 4 0.0625 − 12n−k
n − k − 5 0.03125 − 12n−k
n − k − 6 0.0150625 − 12n−k







n − k − s 12s − 12n−k
Pr(n − k) = 1
2n−k
(14.24)
For codes whose weight enumerator coefficients are approximately binomial, the pdf
of correctable erasures is given in Table 14.1.








(n − s)! s!p
s(1 − p)(n−s) + PMDS(p) (14.25)
As first shown by Dumer and Farrell [7] as n is taken to ∞, these codes achieve the
erasure channel capacity. As examples, the probability of codeword decoder error
for hypothetical rate 0.9 codes, having binomial weight distributions, and lengths
100 to 10,000 bits are shown plotted in Fig. 14.1 as a function of the channel erasure
probability expressed in terms of relative erasure channel capacity 0.91−p . It can be
seen that at a decoder error rate of 10−8 the (1000, 900) code is operating at 95%
of channel capacity, and the (10,000, 9,000) code is operating at 98% of channel
capacity. A comparison with MDS codes is shown in Fig. 14.2. For codelengths
from 500 to 50,000 bits, it can be seen that for codelengths of 5,000 bits and above,
these rate 0.9 codes are optimum since their performance is indistinguishable from
the performance of MDS codes with the same length and rate.
A comparison of MDS codes to codes with binomial weight enumerator coeffi-
cients is shown in Fig. 14.3 for 12 rate codes with code lengths from 128 to 1024.
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Fig. 14.2 Comparison of codes with binomial weight enumerator coefficients to MDS codes























Fig. 14.3 Comparison of half rate codes having binomial weight enumerator coefficients with MDS
codes as a function of erasure probability
14.5 MDS Shortfall for Examples of Algebraic, LDPC
and Turbo Codes
The first example is the extended BCH code (128, 99, 10) whose coefficients up to
weight 30 of the weight enumerator polynomial [5] are tabulated in Table 14.2.
Table 14.2 Low-weight
spectral terms for the
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The PDF of the number of erased bits that are correctable up to the maximum
of 29 erasures, derived from Eq. (14.1), is shown plotted in Fig. 14.4. Also shown
plotted in Fig. 14.4 is the performance obtained numerically. It is straightforward,
by computer simulation, to evaluate the erasure correcting performance of the code
by generating a pattern of erasures randomly and solving these in turn using the
parity-check equations. This procedure corresponds to maximum likelihood (ML)
decoding [6, 17]. Moreover, the codeword responsible for any instances of non-MDS
performance, (due to this erasure pattern) can be determined by back substitution into
the solved parity-check equations. Except for short codes or very high rate codes, it
is not possible to complete this procedure exhaustively, because there are too many
combinations of erasure patterns. For example, there are 4.67 × 1028 combinations
of 29 erasures in this code of length 128 bits. In contrast, there are relatively few
low-weight codewords responsible for the non-MDS performance of the code. For
example, each codeword of weight 10 is responsible for
(118
19
) = 4.13×1021 erasures
patterns not being solvable.
As the dmin of this code is 10, the code is guaranteed to correct any erasure pattern
containing up to 9 erasures. It can be seen from Fig. 14.4 that the probability of not
being able to correct any pattern of 10 erasures is less than 10−8. The probability of
correcting 29 erasures, the maximum number, is 0.29. The average number of erasures
corrected is 27.44, almost three times the dmin, and the average shortfall from MDS
performance is 1.56 erased bits. The prediction of performance by the lower bound is
pessimistic due to double codeword counting in erasure patterns featuring more than
25 bits or so. The effect of this is evident in Fig. 14.4. The lower bound average number
of erasures corrected is 27.07, and the shortfall from MDS performance is 1.93
erasures, an error of 0.37 erasures. The erasure performance evaluation by simulation
is complementary to the analysis using the weight distribution of the code, in that
the simulation, being a sampling procedure, is inaccurate for short, uncorrectable
erasure patterns, because few codewords are responsible for the performance in this
region. For short, uncorrectable erasure patterns, the lower bound analysis is tight
in this region because it not possible for these erasure patterns to contain more than
one codeword due to codewords differing by at least dmin.
The distribution of the codeword weights responsible for non-MDS performance
of this code is shown in Fig. 14.5.
This is in contrast to the distribution of low-weight codewords shown in Fig. 14.6.
Although there are a larger number of higher weight codewords, there is less chance
of an erasure pattern containing a higher weight codeword. The maximum occurrence
is for weight 14 codewords as shown in Fig. 14.5.
The FER performance of the BCH (128, 107, 10) code is shown plotted in Fig. 14.7
as a function of relative capacity defined by (1−p)nk . Also, plotted in Fig. 14.7 is the
FER performance of a hypothetical (128, 99, 30) MDS code. Equations (14.15) and
(14.14), respectively, were used to derive Fig. 14.7. As may be seen from Fig. 14.7,
there is a significant shortfall in capacity even for the optimum MDS code. This
shortfall is attributable to the relatively short length of the code. At 10−9 FER, the
BCH (128, 99, 10) code achieves approximately 80% of the erasure channel capacity.

















PDF of number of corrected erased bits 
(128,99,10) simulation                   
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Distribution of codeword weights responsible for uncorrected erased bits 
codeword distribution (128,99,10) simulation
Fig. 14.5 Distribution of codeword weights responsible for non-MDS performance, of the (128,
99, 10) BCH Code












Distribution of low weight codewords for the (128,99,10) BCH code  
low weight codewords distribution (128,99,10) 
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Relative ersure channel capacity
MDS code (128,99)
BCH (128,99,10)
Fig. 14.7 FER performance for the (128, 99, 10) BCH code for the erasure channel
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The maximum capacity achievable by any (128, 99) binary code as represented by a
(128, 99, 30) MDS code is approximately 82.5%.
An example of a longer code is the (256, 207, 14) extended BCH code. The
coefficients up to weight 50 of the weight enumerator polynomial [10] are tabulated
in Table 14.3. The evaluated erasure correcting performance of this code is shown in
Fig. 14.8, and the code is able to correct up to 49 erasures. It can be seen from Fig. 14.8
that there is a close match between the lower bound analysis and the simulation results
for the number of erasures between 34 and 46. Beyond 46 erasures, the lower bound
becomes increasingly pessimistic due to double counting of codewords. Below 34
erasures the simulation results are erratic due to insufficient samples. It can be seen
from Fig. 14.8 that the probability of correcting only 14 erasures is less than 10−13
(actually 5.4 × 10−14) even though the dmin of the code is 14. If a significant level of
erasure correcting failures is defined as 10−6, then from Fig. 14.8, this code is capable
of correcting up to 30 erasures even though the guaranteed number of correctable
erasures is only 13. The average number of erasures correctable by the code is 47.4, an
average shortfall of 1.6 erased bits. The distribution of codeword weights responsible
for the non-MDS performance of this code is shown in Fig. 14.9.
The FER performance of the BCH (256, 207, 14) code is shown plotted in
Fig. 14.10 as a function of relative capacity defined by (1−p)nk . Also plotted in
















PDF of number of corrected erased bits 
(256,207,14) simulation
(256,207,14) analysis













Distribution of low weight codewords for the (256,207,14) BCH code  
weight distribution (256,207,14) 
Fig. 14.9 Distribution of codeword weights responsible for non-MDS performance, for the
extended (256, 207, 14) BCH Code
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Relative ersure channel capacity
MDS code (256,207)
BCH (256,207,14)
Fig. 14.10 FER performance for the (256, 207, 14) BCH Code for the erasure channel
Fig. 14.10 is the FER performance of a hypothetical (256, 207, 50) MDS code.
Equations (14.15) and (14.14), respectively, were used to derive Fig. 14.10. As may
be seen from Fig. 14.10, there is less of a shortfall in capacity compared to the BCH
(128, 107, 10) code. At 10−9 FER, the BCH (256, 207, 14) code achieves approxi-
mately 85.5% of the erasure channel capacity. The maximum capacity achievable by
any (256, 207) binary code as represented by the (256, 207, 50) hypothetical MDS
code is approximately 87%.
The next code to be investigated is the (512, 457, 14) extended BCH code which
was chosen because it is comparable to the (256, 207, 14) code in being able to
correct a similar maximum number of erasures (55 cf. 49) and has the same dmin of
14. Unfortunately, the weight enumerator polynomial has yet to be determined, and
only erasure simulation results may be obtained. Figure 14.11 shows the performance
of this code. The average number of erasures corrected is 53.4, an average shortfall
of 1.6 erased bits. The average shortfall is identical to the (256, 207, 14) extended
BCH code. Also, the probability of achieving MDS code performance, i.e. being able
to correct all n − k erasures is also the same and equal to 0.29. The distribution of
codeword weights responsible for non-MDS performance of the (512, 457, 14) code
is very similar to that for the (256, 207, 14) code, as shown in Fig. 14.12.
An example of an extended cyclic quadratic residue code is the (168, 84, 24)
code whose coefficients of the weight enumerator polynomial have been recently
determined [20] and are tabulated up to weight 72 in Table 14.4. This code is a
self-dual, doubly even code, but not extremal because its dmin is not 32 but 24 [3].
The FER performance of the (168, 84, 24) code is shown plotted in Fig. 14.13 as
















PDF of number of corrected erased bits 
(512,457,14) simulation













Distribution of low weight codewords for the (512,457,14) extended BCH code  
weight distribution (512,457,14) 
Fig. 14.12 Distribution of codeword weights responsible for non-MDS performance, for the
extended (512, 457, 14) BCH Code
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Table 14.4 Spectral terms
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Relative ersure channel capacity
MDS code (168,84)
eQR (168,84,24)
Fig. 14.13 FER performance for the (168, 84, 24) eQR Code for the erasure channel
a function of relative capacity defined by (1−p)nk . Also plotted in Fig. 14.13 is the
FER performance of a hypothetical (168, 84, 85) MDS code. Equations (14.15) and
(14.14), respectively, were used to derive Fig. 14.13. The performance of the (168,
84, 24) code is close to that of the hypothetical MDS code but both codes are around
30% from capacity at 10−6 FER.
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The erasure correcting performance of non-algebraic designed codes is quite dif-
ferent from algebraic designed codes as may be seen from the performance results
for a (240, 120, 16) turbo code shown in Fig. 14.14. The turbo code features mem-
ory 4 constituent recursive encoders and a code matched, modified S interleaver, in
order to maximise the dmin of the code. The average number of erasures correctable
by the code is 116.5 and the average shortfall is 3.5 erased bits. The distribution of
codeword weights responsible for non-MDS performance of the (240, 120, 16) code
is very different from the algebraic codes and features a flat distribution as shown in
Fig. 14.15.
Similarly, the erasure correcting performance of a (200, 100, 11) LDPC code
designed using the Progressive Edge Growth (PEG) algorithm [12] is again quite
different from the algebraic codes as shown in Fig. 14.16. As is typical of randomly
generated LDPC codes, the dmin of the code is quite small at 11, even though the
code has been optimised. For this code, the average number of correctable erasures
is 93.19 and the average shortfall is 6.81 erased bits. This is markedly worse than
the turbo code performance. It is the preponderance of low-weight codewords that
is responsible for the inferior performance of this code compared to the other codes
as shown by the codeword weight distribution in Fig. 14.17.
The relative weakness of the LDPC code and turbo code becomes clear when
compared to a good algebraic code with similar parameters. There is a (200, 100, 32)
extended quadratic residue code. The p.d.f. of the number of erasures corrected by
this code is shown in Fig. 14.18. The difference between having a dmin of 32 compared
to 16 for the turbo code and 10 for the LDPC code is dramatic. The average number
of correctable erasures is 98.4 and the average shortfall is 1.6 erased bits. The weight
enumerator polynomial of this self-dual code, is currently unknown as evaluation of
the 2100 codewords is currently beyond the reach of today’s computers. However, the
distribution of codeword weights responsible for non-MDS performance of the (200,
100, 32) code which is shown in Fig. 14.19 indicates the doubly even codewords of
this code and the dmin of 32.
14.5.1 Turbo Codes with Dithered Relative Prime (DRP)
Interleavers
DRP interleavers were introduced in [4]. They have been shown to produce some
of the largest minimum distances for turbo codes. However, the iterative decoding
algorithm does not exploit this performance to its full on AWGN channels where the
performance of these interleavers is similar to that of randomly designed interleavers
having lower minimum distance. This is due to convergence problems in the error
floor region. A DRP interleaver is a concatenation of 3 interleavers, the two dithers
A, B and a relative prime interleaver π :
I(i) = B(π(A(i))) (14.26)


















PDF of number of corrected erased bits 
(240,120,16) simulation












Distribution of low weight codewords for the (240,120,11) Turbo code  
weight distribution (240,120,16) 
Fig. 14.15 Distribution of codeword weights responsible for non-MDS performance, for the (240,
120, 16) turbo code


















PDF of number of corrected erased bits 
(200,100,10) peg simulation













Distribution of low weight codewords for the (200,100,10) PEG LDPC code  
weight distribution (200,100,10) 
Fig. 14.17 Distribution of codeword weights responsible for non-MDS performance, for the (200,
100, 10) PEG LDPC code


















PDF of number of corrected erased bits 
(200,100,32) eqr simulation













Distribution of low weight codewords for the (240,120,11) Turbo code  
weight distribution (200,100,32) 
Fig. 14.19 Distribution of codeword weights responsible for non-MDS performance, for the (200,
100, 32) Extended QR Code
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Table 14.5 Minimum
distance of turbo codes using
DRP interleavers as compared
to S-random interleavers
k 40 200 400 1000
DRP 19 33 38 45
S-RAN 13 17 22 26
The dithers are short permutations, generally of length m = 4, 8, 16 depending
on the length of the overall interleaver. We have
A(i) = m i/m + ai%m (14.27)
B(i) = m i/m + bi%m (14.28)
π(i) = (pi + q)%m, (14.29)
where a, b, are permutations of length m and p must be relatively prime to k. If a, b
and p are properly chosen, the minimum distance of turbo codes can be drastically
improved as compared to that of a turbo code using a typical S -random interleaver.
A comparison is shown in Table 14.5 for memory 3 component codes.
As an example two turbo codes are considered, one employing a DRP interleavers,
having parameters (120, 40, 19) and another employing a typical S -random inter-
leaver and having parameters (120, 40, 13).
14.5.2 Effects of Weight Spectral Components
The weight spectrum of each of the two turbo codes has been determined exhaustively
from the G matrix of each code by codeword enumeration using the revolving door
algorithm. The weight spectrum of both of the two turbo codes is shown in Table 14.6.
It should be noted that as the codes include the all ones codeword, An−j = Aj, only
weights up to A60 are shown in Table 14.6.
Using the weight spectrum of each code the upper and lower bound cumulative
distributions and corresponding density functions have been derived using Eqs. (14.2)
and (14.3), respectively, and are compared in Fig. 14.20. It can be observed that the
DRP interleaver produces a code with a significantly smaller probability of failing
to correct a given number of erasures.
The MDS shortfall for the two codes is:
MDSshortfall(120, 40, 19) = 2.95 bits (14.30)
MDSshortfall(120, 40, 13) = 3.29 bits (14.31)
The distribution of the codeword weights responsible for the MDS shortfalls is
shown in Fig. 14.21. For interest, also shown in Fig. 14.21 is the distribution for
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Table 14.6 Weight spectrum of the (120, 40, 19) and (120, 40, 13) turbo codes. Multiplicity for
weights larger than 60 satisfy A60−i = A60+i
Weight Multiplicity
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Table 14.6 (continued)
Weight Multiplicity

































Fig. 14.20 Probability of Maximum Likelihood decoder failure
(120, 40, 28) best known linear code. This code, which is chosen to have the same
block length and code rate as the turbo code, is derived by shortening a (130, 50, 28)
code obtained by adding two parity checks to the (128, 50, 28) extended BCH. This
linear code has an MDS shortfall of 1.62 bits and its weight spectrum consists of
doubly even codewords as shown in Table 14.7. For the turbo codes the contribution
made by the lower weight codewords is apparent in Fig. 14.21, and this is confirmed
by the plot of the cumulative contribution made by the lower weight codewords
shown in Fig. 14.22.
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Table 14.7 Weight spectrum
of the linear (120, 40, 28)
code derived from the
extended BCH (128, 50, 28)
code
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Fig. 14.21 Distribution of codeword weights responsible for non-MDS performance







































Fig. 14.23 Probability of ML decoder error for the erasure channel
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For the erasure channel, the performance of the two turbo codes and the
(120, 40, 28) code is given by (14.15) and is shown in Fig. 14.23 assuming ML
decoding. Also shown in Fig. 14.23 is the performance of a (hypothetical) binary
(120, 40, 81) MDS which is given by the second term of (14.15). The code derived
from the shortened, extended BCH code, (120, 40, 28), has the best performance
and compares well to the lower bound provided by the MDS hypothetical code. The
DRP interleaver turbo code also has good performance, but the S -random interleaver
turbo code shows an error floor due to the dmin of 13.
14.6 Determination of the dmin of Any Linear Code
It is well known that the determination of weights of any linear code is a Nondeter-
ministic Polynomial time (NP) hard problem [8] and except for short codes, the best
methods for determining the minimum Hamming distance, dmin codeword of a linear
code, to date, are probabilistically based [2]. Most methods are based on the gener-
ator matrix, the G matrix of the code and tend to be biased towards searching using
constrained information weight codewords. Such methods become less effective for
long codes or codes with code rates around 12 because the weights of the evaluated
codewords tend to be binomially distributed with average weight n2 [15].
Corollary 2 from Sect. 14.2 above, provides the basis of a probabilistic method to
find low-weight codewords in a significantly smaller search space than the G matrix
methods. Given an uncorrectable erasure pattern of n− k erasures, from Corollary 2,
the codeword weight is less than or equal to n − k. The search method suggested
by this, becomes one of randomly generating erasure patterns of n − k + 1 erasures,
which of course are uncorrectable by any (n,k) code, and determining the codeword
and its weight from (14.2). This time, the weights of the evaluated codewords will
tend to be binomially distributed with average weight n−k+12 . With this trend, for
Ntrials the number of codewords determined with weight d, Md is given by
Md = Ntrials (n − k + 1)!d!(n − k − d + 1)!2n−k+1 (14.32)
As an example of this approach, the self-dual, bordered, double-circulant code (168,
84) based on the prime number 83, is described in [11] as having an unconfirmed
dmin of 28. From (14.32) when using 18,000 trials, 10 codewords of weight 28 will
be found on average. However, as the code is doubly even and only has codewords
weights which are a multiple of 4, using 18,000 trials, 40 codewords are expected.
In a set of trials using this method for the (168, 84) code, 61 codewords of weight 28
were found with 18,000 trials. Furthermore, 87 codewords of weight 24 were also
found indicating that the dmin of this code is 24 and not 28 as was originally expected
in [11].
The search method can be improved by biasing towards the evaluation of erasure
patterns that have small numbers of erasures that cannot be solved. Recalling the
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analysis in Sect. 14.2, as the parity-check equations are Gaussian reduced, no erased
bit is a function of any other erased bits. There will be n − k − s remaining parity-
check equations, which do not contain the erased bit coordinates xf . These remaining
equations may be searched to see if there is an unerased bit coordinate, that is not
present in any of the equations. If there is one such coordinate, then this coordinate in
conjunction with the erased coordinates solved so far forms an uncorrectable erasure
pattern involving only s erasures instead of n − k + 1 erasures. With this procedure,
biased towards small numbers of unsolvable erasures, it was found that, for the above
code, 21 distinct codewords of weight 24 and 17 distinct codewords of weight 28
were determined in 1000 trials and the search took approximately 2 s on a typical
2.8GHz, Personal Computer (PC).
In another example, the (216, 108) self dual, bordered double-circulant code is
given in [11] with an unconfirmed dmin of 36. With 1000 trials which took 7 s on
the PC, 11 distinct codewords were found with weight 24 and a longer evaluation
confirmed that the dmin of this code is indeed 24.
14.7 Summary
Analysis of the erasure correcting performance of linear, binary codes has provided
the surprising result that many codes can correct, on average, almost n−k erasures and
have a performance close to the optimum performance as represented by (hypothet-
ical), binary MDS codes. It was shown that for codes having a weight distribution
approximating to a binomial distribution, and this includes many common codes,
such as BCH codes, Goppa codes and self-dual codes, that these codes can correct at
least n−k −2 erasures on average, and closely match the FER performance of MDS
codes as code lengths increase. The asymptotic performance achieves capacity for
the erasure channel. It was also shown that codes designed for iterative decoders, the
turbo and LDPC codes, are relatively weak codes for the erasure channel and com-
pare poorly with algebraically designed codes. Turbo codes, designed for optimised
dmin, were found to outperform LDPC codes.
For turbo codes using DRP interleavers for the erasure channel using ML decod-
ing, the result is that these relatively short turbo codes are (on average), only about 3
erasures away from optimal MDS performance. The decoder error rate performance
of the two turbo codes when using ML decoding on the erasure channel was com-
pared to (120, 40, 28) best known linear code and a hypothetical binary MDS code.
The DRP interleaver demonstrated a clear advantage over the S -random interleaver
and was not too far way from MDS performance. Analysis of the performance of
longer turbo codes is rather problematic.
Determination of the erasure correcting performance of a code provides a means
of determining the dmin of a code and an efficient search method was described.
Using the method, the dmin results for two self-dual codes, whose dmin values were
previously unknown were determined, and these codes were found to be (168, 84,
24) and (216, 108, 24) codes.
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